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BACKGROUND :

During the XXIXth Session of the Board of Governors at The Hague, 5-8 
September 1967, Resolution No. 12 was passed, containing the following 
statements :

" The Board of Governors,

« ■ >

" Emphasizes the great importance of training and other measures, to 
improve the capacity of all Red Cross workers to fulfil their task,

" Requests the Secretary General to present to the Board of Governors 
at its next meeting in 1969 :

” - firstly, an analysis of the knowledge and skill
required by the National Societies and the League 
to meet their obligations,

” - secondly, suggestions of action by the National
Societies for meeting these obligations and,

" - thirdly, a plan of League activities in this field.”

This rcjport is a response to that Resolution.’ It represents the 
thinking of the Secretariat staff at this time concerning the subject of de
veloping the competence of peGplo who serve the Red Cross within National 
Societies or internationally,!»

In the report, "development” refers to meeting identified needs for 
growth through study, help on the job, especially planned assignments, and 
group training. "Competence” refers to all that affects job performance - 
knowledge, skill, understanding, attitudes and beliefs. "Staff" refers to 
all those who take part in guiding or providing Red Cross services, (career 
and volunteer staff), with the expectation that priority consideration 
should be given, in developing a training programme, to those who hold key 
positions, or are interested in a Red Cross career, or are employed on a full 
time basis.

The Secretariat staff recognizes the many variables in the nature and 
scope of Red Cross programmes in Societies around the world, in how 'workers 
are organized and assigned, and in the needs and demands of the settings and 
situations in which they work. It seems possible nevertheless to identify 
some kinds of competence" widely' heeded' gy-Red' Cross-staff; "as- well- as- seme 
principles and concepts that underlie any sound plan for staff development.



As interdependence and mutual assistance become more important 
in the total Red Cross, the Secretariat staff finds these conditions also .. . 
apply to staff development planning and action. It is important that 
National Societies and the League think about this subject and find ways 
to work together and help one another in this field. Such cooperation is 
possible only when there are some common understandings and perceptions 
of the subject and the process of staff development in an organization, 
generally, and in the Red Cross specifically,

PURPOSE AND PLAN OF THE REPORT :

This report represents a first step toward cooperative thinking 
and planning concerning staff development, The contents of the report is 
as follows :

2I. Objectives of Red Cross Staff Development ' and kinds of 
Competence Needed by Red Cross Personnel

II, Some General Principles concerning Planning and Administra
tion of Staff Development in an Organization

III, Some Trends and Current Plans of the League in Staff Development,

There are two attachments which deal with a specific aspect of staff 
training of importance in the Development Programme :

- Assistance to National Societies by League Delegates,

- Regional Institutes - A Proposal,

Because the report contains topicsfor consideration and possible 
action by National Societies with the League, it would be very helpful to have, 
from the Board of Governors :

Cl) an expression of acceptance concerning the stated concepts and 
principles in the report

(2) a statement that National Societies are encouraged to :

Ca) consider the principles in relation to their own 
staff training and development plans; and

Cb) indicate to the League whatever interest they have 
in cooperative action with the League concerning the 
training programmes proposed,

Throughout this report, whore the term "Red Cross Staff" is used 
in the interest of brevity, it is to be understood that reference is 
also made to staff of Red Crescent Societies and of the Society of the 
Red Lion and Sun,



I. OBJECTIVES OF RED CROSS STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND KINDS OF COMPETENCE
NEEDED BY RED CROSS PERSONNEL

The context of staff development. Responsibilities for staff develop
ment rest within tho broader framework of organizational development, 
along with such other responsibilities as careful selection of staff, 
continuing and appropriate adaptation of organizational structure, 
financing and programme; establishing organizational objectives as part 
of its mission in its changing and complex environment; application of 
sound and up-to-date management methods; and continuing attention to 
interpersonal relations and communications.

Objectives of staff development» The outcomes sought in staff develop
ment planning and programmes in Rod Cross include :

1. Assurance of qualified and competent people throughout tho 
organization to meet the needs of current operations and 
planned change.

2. Provision of opportunity for every Rod Cross worker to :

a] receive tho orientation, induction end in-service train
ing he needs to perform his work ably and with personal 
satisfaction;

b) receive the experience and training needed for carry
ing increasing responsibility, or for accepting special 
assignments, or for transfer or promotion to other positions 
or tasks for which ho may bo qualified or have potential;

cj contribute to the overall dovclopment of the organization 
of which ho is a part;

3. Orderly processes in the organization of analyzing noeds for 
changing and updating operations, and of implementing needed 
changes in techniques, methods, skills and knowledge. Leader
ship staff need constantly increasing competence in assessing

- internal and external experience and factors that 
warrant change

- new findings in the field of behavioral sciences 
that have applicability to Red Cross

- wherein ehenges-may -best he .brought .about ...through 
planned learning experiences for staff, and wherein 
administrative directive concerning change is appro
priate, without training.



Basic Elements of Staff Competence, If an organization is to be dynamic,
rather than static? it-must initiate changes in its manpcwcr. system on 
the basis of internal determination of the need for such .changes^. It 
must also respond with appropriate changes to external forces and fac
tors, Since the Red Cross is and must always be dynamic, definitions 
of the basic elements, of staff competence must ba .bread ..enough to...en
compass change, and generic enough to be understood throughout the tre
mendous range in structure and function within the world-wide Red Cross.2.

Perhaps the simplest way to analyze the critical kinds of competence 
for personnel who hold key positions or are interested in a Red Cross 
career is to examine their knowledge, skills, attitudes, beliefs and be
haviour within tho contexts of their work.

Because all of the work of Red Cross personnel.is with pp.pple.in 
the name of Red Cross :

- Human values need to be at the heart of their philosophy 
of working;

- They need understanding of, and some commitment to the basic 
principles of Rod Cross,

Because Red Cross personnel work within an organization, and some
times in a liaison capacity between parts of an organization :

- They need at least basic skills in administration, including 
fiscal management and the principles of fund-raising,

- Skills in human relations and tho ability to see, develop 
and use all of the resources within people, underlie all 
their responsibilities in supervision, coaching, teaching, 
and communicating orally or in writing.

- They need skills in working with groups and in situations 
combining career and volunteer staff,

- They need understanding of the kinds of human needs that 
have led to, or are stimulating tho development of Red Cross 
programmes in the field of disaster, health, welfare and 
education.

- They need interest and skill in working with young people.

- They need to know how to reach the public through the use 
of, and in cooperation with major communications madiac

National Societies interested in staff development should relate 
and apply these elements, as appropriate,to tho number and respons
ibilities of their staff, the nature of their programmes, the geogra
phical location of the Society, and the stage of development of the 
Society as a whole.



Since Red Cross personnel work in the •framework of nations and 
communities :

- They need to know how to acquire an understanding of national 
or community structure, organization, culture, goals and con
cerns.

- They need skills in establishing relationships, consulting, 
conferring, negotiating and collaborating. All of these 
skills may be applied in the process of helping informal group
ings of community people, or voluntary or governmental organiza
tions working toward goals of community betterment which are 
related to Rc-d Cross mission and aims.

Since Red Cress personnel function within an international organization 
of interdependent parts :

- They should possess some understanding of current, major, social 
and economic issues, and of the kinds of important efforts being 
made to deal wit.h them,

- They need to be cognizant of significant international under
takings in social and economic fields by government and volun
tary organizations at local, national and international levels.

II. SOME GENERAL PRINCIPLES CONCERNING PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION OF STAFF 
DEVELOPMENT IN AN ORGANIZATION

Elements of a Staff Development Programme :

With some objectives for staff development defined, and some 
essential kinds of staff competence identified, some broad outlines 
of a staff development programme arc needed.

The following elements of a staff development programme are
accepted and implemented ... . ..:................ .

- Oriontation to the organization

- Introductory training (for now people or for new assignments)

............... -Introduction ..tn... ths... job.............. ..........................  . ...........

- Introduction to the service or programme

- Introduction to the situation and setting

- In-service development (for current job and career goals)

- On-the-job supervisory guidance or consultation

- On-the-job increased responsibility with'a plan
for learning new skills and knowledge
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Off-the-job group training

- professional ortgchnioal training

- team training

- workshops to increase operational skills 
(e.g., organizing people in a disaster,
working with volunteers, managing a budget etc.]

- local or regional institutes or workshops.
z 

off-tho-job individual learning assignments

- serve on special committees or study groups

- study visits to other settings

- temporary duty in a different kind of work setting

Off-the-job learning through resources outside the organization

- educational leave to attend school

- evening or part-time study in schools, training centres, etc.

- attendance at seminars or conferences of professional or 
technical organizations or societies.

Planning and implementing on-the-job training is a major part of the 
responsibility of anyone who supervises others. The training- of supervisors 
is therefore an important element in a staff training- programme-.-

An additional element to be considered is the development of direc
tors, executives or other major leadership staff. As new situations, goals 
and concerns demand increased competence on their part, opportunities for 
seminars, conferences, or study need to bo part of a plan for their develop
ment, New people in these positions need to bo prepared for them, and persons 
with long experience need refresher training. Professional development of 
leadership is of utmost importance to total organizational devolopment.

Considering the Needs for a Staff Training Plan, National Societies and the 
League should move individually to consider the need for a staff development 
plan 4, if a decision is made to have such a plan, one of the first questions 
to be dealt with is, what kinds of training and development can bo handled 
within the Society, and how should responsibility for this be assigned?

4
Each National Society must decide for itself what the needs for its own 

staff development arc, and whether and how to plan to meet those needs. The 
League is a resource for help with assessment of needs and with planning to 
meet the needs. Socioties may be resources to one another for help with 
individual staff development, and they may join in sponsoring group train
ing programmes to meet common training needs. The League is a resource for 
planning or coordinating such individual development or group training 
programmes.
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Are some standard kinds of training needed; if so, by whom should these 
courses or sessions be planned and conducted? What are the priority 
needs for staff training?

There seem also to be good reasons for National Societies and the 
League to move in the direction of cooperative planning for specific train
ing events and kinds of training for certain groups of personnel. Such 
reasons include :

- develpment of common understanding of responsibilities among
people who hold similar positions

- improvement of capacity to work effectively together toward 
common goals

- increasingly effective use of internal resources for planning
and conducting training

- economy of time, effort and expense fcr training

- development of capacity .for rapid .and .adequate .response to new 
organizational requirements

- assistance to career staff in moving progressively within the 
total organization and in being flexibly assigned.

Administering a Staff Training Plan. When a National Society develops a 
staff training programme, there, are certain important steps to take in 
administering the plan. These include :

1. Deciding whether all or certain staff will be included in the 
training programme.

2. Maintaining an inventory of staff included in the programme, 
giving their educational background, their work assignments to 
date, and identified training needs, both immediate and long-range.

3. Determining on a regular, periodic basis the specific training 
needs of groups

a) in certain positions

bj in specific services or offices

cj assigned to special teams or,

d) working in certain geographical areas, etc.

4. Annually or biennially decisions should be made as to how the 
training needs of individuals and groups are to be met in the 
period ahead; plans should be developed and resources for im
plementation should be identified.
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5. Sufficient time and money.should be budgeted For implementation 
of the training programme,

6. Expressions of interest and active support should be given to 
group training operations end all developmental activities,

7. Training records- should-ba-maintained for each individual in
cluded in the plan, and the accomplishments should be related 
periodically to his progress in his job and in his career,

8. Periodic assessment of individual staff growth and performance 
is a responsibility of every supervisor for his staff. The 
overall results of the assessments in terms of staff competence, 
productivity and potential are a'continuing concern of manage
ment, and need to be related to organization direction and goals.

III. SOME TRENDS AND CURRENT PLANS OF THE LEAGUE IN STAFF DEVELOPMENT

General Concerns :

The Secretariat staff have always been interested in the develop
ment of Red Cross personnel throughout the world. In consultation, on 
visits, conferences and seminar's there is always attention to needs and 
opportunities to learn from one another,-from experts in., a particular 
field, from experimentation and research.

During the past two years, increased attention has been given 
to the coordination of training events, to the designing of training, 
and to training skills on the part of the League staff and national 
delegates. Assistance from resources outside and inside the League has 
been used, and further action io planned.

The importance of the established principle of the need for the 
adult learner to become actively involved in his own learning has been 
reflected in renewed attention to training methodology, Active partici
pation of learners becomes more important when observations like these 
are made :

- learning together may facilitate working together

- each person has something to contribute to the learning of 
others, as well as to gain from them, if the learning re
lates to their experience and takes place within the framework 
of sound theory

- shared learning that touches not only knowledge and skills, 
but also attitudes and values, may be an effective' means of 
developing cohesion and a sense of unity.1
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The focus of the next two years should be on helping to set staff 
development goals throughout Rod Cross that are part of the overall 
goals and priorities of the organization. New ways should constantly 
be sought to combine efforts and resources of National Societies and 
the League to assure that results of training will be strongly felt 
within operations. Volunteers as well as career staff should be in
volved in staff development and training events.

Specific proposals

The attached documents concerning League delegates from National 
Societies and a proposal for regional institutes are directly related to 
objectives stated in the 1970 - 71 plan.

From the introductory statement we quote :

"Another aspect that will be given much more attention than before 
in the next two-year period will be training. In this field we are aware 
that there has been considerable effort on the part of older Societies to 
help the newer ones, and we do hope that their experience and ours will be 
pooled and adapted if the proper machinery and expertise is put at our dis
posal. ”

Brief references from the Development Programme suffice :

"One of the features stressed in this two-year plan is the importance 
attached to the training aspect of the assistance provided. The human ele
ment which forms the basis of any National Society and its development can
not be overlooked and it is felt that adequate training of personnel among 
selected National Societies will ensure for National Societies both on the 
national and regional level a resource which cannot be underestimated ....

"The forms of assistance of the Development Programme include missions, 
sending of delegates - regional, field and technical; international teams; 
organization of seminars, training courses and conferences; organization of 
training institutes; study visits; sending of training and information material,"

Achievement of training and development objectives requires commitment 
and effort by every Red Cross worker. Management should provide opportunity, 
resources, and a climate within which development may cccur. Each person 
should then make the most of available opportunities, and help to make them 
productive for others. In the final analysis, all development is self-develop
ment ,



ASSISTANCE TO NATIONAL SOCIETIES

. by

LEAGUE DELEGATES

INTRODUCTION

In carrying out its mandate to act ”as the permanent organ of liaison, 
coordination and study between the National Red Cross Societies, with a 
view to assisting them in the organization and exercise of their activities, 
both national and international,” the League recognizes that the assistance 
of delegates is vitally important. Although members of the League staff 
occasionally serve as delegates to specific countries for specific purposes, 
it is only through the use of resources of National Societies that delegates 
and their financial support can be provided in sufficient number and with 
the necessary skills to meet the needs and requests of Societies for assist
ance.

The growing number of National Societies requesting and offering assist
ance through the assignment of delegates has, for some time, pointed to the 
need for formulating principles concerning their selection, assignment and 
use. Since the work of delegates contributes to the development of Societies 
and their staff, as well as to the reaching of specific service objectives, 
it is important that the League plan with the recipient Society as to the 
nature and timing of delegate assistance needed. In order that the delegate 
may be soundly chosen and prepared by the donor Society and the League, these 
two need to work closely together whenever a specific assignment or project 
is considered.

An analysis has been made of the past use of delegates seeking especially 
those factors which contributed to the most productive and effective assign
ments. Of prime importance were the personal qualities of the delegate, his 
knowledge of the Red Cross, his competence in his field — and a clear under
standing on the part of the delegate, the donor and recipient Societies, and 
the League of the nature of assistance required, the roles and relationships 
of the delegate and beneficiary Society leadership, and the main expectations 
from the assignment. As a result cf this study, some statements cf principle 
□nd processes have been prepared.
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SUGGESTED PRINCIPLES FOR FUTURE ASSISTANCE

Determination of need for delegate assistance

As National Societies review their own progress and establish goals 
for development or extension of organization or services, they may consult 
with League staff concerning the possibility of assistance. There may be 
need for help with organizational and administrative growth in the national 
headquarters or regional offices. There may be need for technical assist
ance in the training of programme leadership or in initiating or expanding 
service programmes. Consultation by the Society with the League should 
result in mutual agreement as to the kind of help needed, the probable dura
tion involved, and the kinds of resources that may be available.

Broadly speaking, generalist or technical assistance are the two main 
categories, with specific levels of organizational and administrative com
petence being identified as needed, or specific kinds of technical help, as 
in nursing, social work, First Aid, Blood Programme, disaster preparedness, 
youth work, etc. The more clearly the nature of assistance needed is defined, 
and objectives set for work tc be accomplished, the more readily may the 
criteria for selection of the delegate be established. It is also essential 
that possible internal resources for assistance be explored before the decision 
is reached that outside help is needed.

Application for assistance

When application is made by a National Society for the assistance of a 
delegate during the course of a survey visit by the Desk Officer or other 
League official, as much agreement as possible should bo reached concerning

- the nature of the project

- the job to be done by the delegate

- the probable length of time the work would require

- the nature of the role and relationships of the delegate 
within the Society during his assignment.

- the responsibilities of the beneficiary Society.

In order to develop as sound a proposal as possible, the Desk Officer 
or other official should include discussion with top leadership in the 
Society who carry some responsibility for the part of the Society’s work 
with which help is needed. Governmental or other community resource 
persons who understand the needs, the national situation and planning, 
and the particular technical field (if one is involved) should also be 
consulted in planning with the Society.

It should be recognized that timing of the assistance would be re
lated to annual League planning, to available finances, and to the actual 
personnel resources available from sister Societies. In the case of technical 
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assistance, the guidance of the technical bureaus would be sought in 
relation to both the proposal and resources,

Following appropriate clearances within the League, and with the 
initial support of the Under-Secretary General, the desired timing would 
bo projected by the Desk Officer in relation to the annual plan of the 
League. The final project description would be approved by the League 
Under-Secretary General and sent to the beneficiary Society for confirma
tion. It would then be sent to a potential donor Society for use in 
recruitment and selection, together with additional information, criteria, 
suggestions and the form for "Statement of Candidacy ”,(attached].

If an application for assistance is made by a Society apart from 
planning done during a survey visit, or if a suggestion for assistance 
to a sister Society is made by a potential donor Society, the League staff 
would have the responsibility for seeing that consideration is given to all 
of the important factors covered above, although the procedures might be 
covered differently.

Recruitment

Recruitment of delegates by donor Societies should be directed pri
marily toward Red Cross personnel, either career or volunteer staff. 
Although the immediate base of recruitment would be a project description, 
identification of potential candidates for international service should be 
a continuing part of any society’s planning for staff and career development.

Criteria for selection

It is suggested that criteria for selection of candidates be prepared 
in each individual case by the League Secretariat in the light of the project 
description, and the needs and resources of the beneficiary Society.

Criteria might include :

1. Personal qualities reflected in working and social relationships

2. Age

3. Health

4. Red Cross experience - career or volunteer

5. Other experience - career or volunteer, with special attention 
to community service

6. Education

7. Language competence

3, Family situation.

Forms for "Statement of Candidacy” to serve as a League delegate 
would be made available by the League to Societies. Persons interested and 
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thought to bo generally qualified would be invited to complete such a 
statement. The statements would then bo reviewed by the Society in 
relation to the job to be done.*  The League should bo consulted con
cerning two or more qualified candidates, by reviewing their statements 
and offering suggestions, If there is only cne well qualified candidate, 
his statement should be reviewed by the League befcr final designation is 
made,'

Appointment

Terms of appointment of delegates and purpose of assignment should 
be agreed by both the League Secretariat and the donor Society and approved 
by the delegate himself. These terms should also bo known and approved by 
the receiving Society. It is suggested that they include reference to the 
following :

Duration of mission. Appointments will vary in duration in relation 
to the job to be done. Experience has shown that the length of any mission 
is all-important and that only the best results are achieved if sufficient 
time is given. Whether for 3 months or two years, or somewhere in between, 
the time should be clearly related to the objectives of the mission, the 
resources and capabilities of the beneficiary Society and the delegate, 
and the conditions within, which the work must bo dene.

Programme. The purpose and contemplated functions and responsibilities 
of the delegates should be clearly stated. The nature of the expected out
comes should be summarized.

Health and Insurance. The findings of a complete medical examination 
must be made available to the League before final approval- of his appoint
ment is made. The donor Society should provide or ascertain that the dele
gate has full health and accident insurance coverage. If the individual is 
to ba assigned to tropical areas, health insurance coverage should extend 
ever one year after the delegate’s return.

Consultation, A plan for consultation will be given to the delegate 
by the League Secretariat before his departure. Such consultation will 
cover routine contacts and reports appropriate to the assignment, means 
for presenting special problems or crises, and how progress is to be assessed 
by the delegate, the recipient Society and the League. Procedures concern
ing confidential memoranda will be established. The right of the delegate, 
the Society, or the League to terminate the assignment should be spelled 
out in relation to agreed-upon factors.

*
If language competency in other than a mother tongue is a prerequisite 
for a particular job, the League would provide information concerning 
resources for assessing the degree of proficiency.
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Evaluation. The delegate, the donor Society, and the beneficiary 
Society should all participate in the evaluation of every mission, with 
a final evaluation to be made by the League Secretariat,

The delegate should be asked to evaluate progress throughout the 
mission and to present both monthly and final reports to the League. It 
is desirable that these be prepared with the recipient Society. A copy 
should be sent with appropriate comments by the League Secretariat, to 
the donor Society.

At the close of the mission, a joint assessment should be prepared 
of the outcome of the mission by the delegate and recipient Society. 
Strengths and weaknesses in the assistance and the situation should be 
noted, as feasible. The recipient Society should indicate its own inten
ded follow-through, and needs for further support or assistance, if an
ticipated. At the time of his next visit, the Desk Officer should include 
further progress assessment as part of his current survey.

The donor Society should be invited to send comments at any time 
regarding the mission to the League.

Training. Preparation to serve as a League delegate should be part 
of career planning for interested career and volunteer staff in National Societies. 
In addition to technical training and experience in his work, exposure to 
Red Cross organization and administration, community relations, services and 
programmes is important. Of special value is experience as consultant or 
trainer within the organization.

A list of general subject areas for study or experience is given on 
the form for the candidate's statement, with the expectation that for each 
specific assignment, desirable pre-requisites of training and experience will 
be provided by the League.

It is anticipated that donor Societies might provide specific briefings 
er training for a particular delegate job. It is also essential that the 
League participate in the final briefing and training through documents, 
interviews and selected exposure to available courses or situations. These 
might take' place in Geneva or in the field, as through participation in a 
regional unstitute, cr accompanying another field delegate, etc.

Ideally, it would be desirable to have established courses for dele
gates at the LORCS or at some international centre in Genova. Because dele
gates are usually assigned and report individually, and because of the cost, 
this would probably seldom occur, although individual briefings would often 
be held in Geneva. Donor Societies might help with the training of delegates 
in their own country. An outline programme for preparation and training 
would be worked out for individual delegates by the LDRCS with the Societies 
as needed. All delegates should receive a final briefing by a League staff 
member or person designated by the League. Time needed for this would be 
indicated by the League in each case. Prior participation of a delegate in 
a regional seminar or institute would be an important consideration in plan
ning needed for briefing.
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Reference material.

A list of related reference material should be made available to the 
delegate by the League, soon after the appointment. This should include :

- Material on the geographical, social and cultural 
background of the country to be visited;

- Standard Red Cross material relating to the technical 
skills demanded;

- Advice on health maintenance and the requirements of 
the country to be visited;

Language. Information on the basic language and the 
main dialects including a bibliography of available 
simple instruction booklets.



DRAFT

A M N E X 2

REGIONAL INSTITUTES - A PROPOSAL

Background of the Proposal ?

The beginning of the Development Programme in 1964 saw initia
tive taken by the League in reaching out to assist new National 
Societies in a variety of ways. One of the most urgent needs ex- 
ressed by the Societies was for training of their leadership. The 
League, with the help of other National Societies, moved quickly to 
meet this need. Visits by regional field and technical delegates, 
study visits and meetings were of great value. In addition, it was 
recognized that group training on an inter-society basis could be 
both economical and productive. Usually only one or two professional 
people were employed in the smaller societies, both new and of longer 
standing, and often volunteer leaders were also quite new to Red Cross, 
There were obvious advantages therefore in bringing top leadership 
together for learning, sharing ideas, and planning action related to 
establishing a Society with government, the people of a country and the 
League.

Thus the regional seminar was born and helped to move many Societies 
forward, as ways to organize, plan and take action were identified. The 
seminar continues today, with a tendency to focus in depth on a particu
lar problem or programme, rather than to cover a broad range of subject- 
matter. The desired outcome remains the same - mutual stimulation, ex
change of information and challenge to promote, positive action within 
National Societies, or among Societies, or between Societies and govern
ment or other organizations, so that the Rud Cross may grow and become 
more effective in meeting needs and in working with others,

For some time however it has been realized that other training needs 
existed in National Societies that warranted League attention and assist
ance because they could also sometimes be met more effectively and econ
omically on an inter-society, regional basis. These were the needs for 
greater competence in operations - in leading or carrying out specific 
programmes, or in administering a National Society or a branch of a 
National Society. These needs could not adequately be met in a seminar, 
where carefully prepared presentations of experience, information, and 
recommendations provided the foundation for planning and action.

To meet the needs for increased operational competence, whether as 
an executive, a program chairman, a committee or council member, a group 
leader, a teacher, or a member of an action team, a wholly different 
design is called for - one that provides much opportunity for discussion, 
for practice, for consultation with experts, for thinking about how to 
apply or do something in one's own setting, for analyzing common prob
lems with colleagues carrying similar responsibilities, and for thinking
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about hew to help one another or ger -Further supDort or expert help after 
the training is over. This is the kind of learning of major importance 
today, especially in the smaller Societies wishing to launch new programmes 
to meet actual needs of people in their communities, to expand and broaden 
the base of existing, successful programmes, and to extend Red Cross opera
tions throughout the entire country in accordance with community needs.

It is an approach to developing greater operational competence 
that regional institutes are being proposed. Such competence can be 
developed through intensive study for a period of time appropriate to the 
objectives to be accomplished.

Some basic principles for planning regiona1 institutes.

Already some of the principles of sound planning for regional institutes 
have been identified. These have been drawn from the experience of League 
delegates, analyses of previous training, recommendations of National Soci
eties, and the findings of other organizations such as the United Nations, 
training centers, church international service groups, etc. Some of the 
principles have already been so well tested that they are familiar to many 
people. Yet it seems worthwhile to list them.

Administrative Principles ;

1. Planning should represent joint effort between National Societies 
and the League. Coordination by the League would assure consider
ation of all needs and resources.

2. Financial responsibility should be shared among the League, National 
Societies, and other available resources. Participating Societies 
should have at least partial responsibility for their staff expenses.

3. Local educational resources or training centers may have resources 
for planning, joint sponsorship, trainers or special advisers, 
facilities, or financial or material help.

4. Representatives of participating Societies should participate in the 
planning.

5. If training opportunities are to be repeated in a given region, 
factors affecting potential locations should be reconsidered each 
time or periodically.

Design Principles :•

6. Content, leadership, methods, timing [within the plan) and materials 
should be kept flexible to permit response to specific situations.

7. Needs for both technical and administrative competence should be 
considered.
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8,. Whatever is taught should he related to the soecific problems, 
needs and qualifications of participants and their Societies.

9, Whatever is taught should be able to be applied operationally, 
back in the National Society and home communities.

Principles related to Selection of Participants :

10. The potential for growth, readiness for intensive training, 
and commitment to follow through on training received should 
be carefully assessed for all persons selected for participa
tion.

11. Training 2 or more people from a Society is preferable to 
training one - it assures s better chance of continuity, 
and participants may encourage and support each other in 
follow-through,

12. Ability of participants to use a common language should be 
considered.

13. Geographical distances from a training location are impor
tant to consider in relation to time and cost, but shared 
needs and problems and the opportunity to learn what is 
relevant and needed, are more important factors in deter
mining attendance.

If these principles are applied, regional institutes will 
have an opportunity to make a significant contribution to the further 
development of National Society personnel, and through them, of the 
organization.

P.7203/1W/21.7.1969



;
STATE i T OF U.QIO/XY AS A LEAGUE F RED CROSS SOCIETIES DELEGATE

National Society:

family name: first name: middle name: maiden name (if any):

date of birth: place of birth: present nationality:

sex: male___  female___ marital status: single___  married___  separated___  widow(er) ____ divorced

home address:

business address:

dependents: yes___ no____ ,'if yes, please complete the following)

name date of birth relationship name date of birth relationship

■

physical examination: date___________ physician___________________________ date of report received by society_________________

date report sent to League _______________________

health insurance: group coverage plan ?___ name of company __ _________________________address_______________________

hospital insurance: yes___ bo_____ (good outside own country: yes____no____ )

extended coverage guaranteed one year after assignment (if to tropical country): yes___ no
surgical insurance: yes___ no____ (good outside own country: yes____no___  )

accident insurance: yes____ no ____ (good outside own country: yes___ no____ )

covers non-scheduled air flights: yes___ no____

covers where conditions of war or civil strife exist: yes no

drive a car: yes___ no____ type of license______ _____________ willing to travel by air: yes___ no____
willing to travel by chartered flights: yes___ no

availability for assignment to League: 3 months___  6 months___ 1 year_____ other

language capability: (list in order of capabil 

language
ty, and check al 

speak fluently
1 appropriate 

speak some
columns 

read

)

write

■ ■■■—. — .. ..

schooling: (list major schools attended, giving number of years attended, and indicate diploma or degree if received)

school location ' years attended diploma or degree

........................

--------------------------------------- -----------------

employment: (list current position and other, previous jobs you consider impertant, generally er for this assignment)

position organisation lccaticn < years held

special qualifications: (describe briefly your major qualifications for serving as a League delegate, including special 
education or training, work or periods of living in other countries, volunteer work, all Red Cross 

anywhere - attach another sheet If you wish).



following is a list of some information, knowledge, understandings and skills which might have a bearing on your specific assign

ment and on special training or guidance to be provided. Please indicate those subjects concerning which, by education, training 
and/or experience you have some degree of understanding or competence, or would want some training or help, or consider your 

special kinds of capability. Leave blank any which you believe would not be applicable in your situation, and concerning which 

you do not feel informed.

knowledge, understanding or skill

organization and major functions of ICRC 

geneva conventions 
league of red cross societies - organization and functions 

red cross basic principles 
national societies - basic organization and major kinds of programmes 

united nations - specialized agencies basic organization and functions 

regional governmental organizations

International non-governmental organizations 

major social and economic problems of the world today 

principles of fund-raising 

planning, organizing, managing and assessing a work unit 

managing a work budget, and preparing simple financial statements 
preparing statistical and narrative reports or work tasks or projects 

designing, implementing and assessing a project or study 

conducting a simple needs survey, determining appropriate programme,
Initiating action, gaining support and interpreting plans, 

assessing results
organizing people in a crisis or disaster situation 

preparing simple news releases and making contacts with media 
teaching (one-to-one; group) 

teaching others how to teach
consulting (helping individuals or groups with their problems) 

negotiation of agreements
working with groups (task forces, committees, councils, citizen groups) 

working with young people

working with fclunteers
working In community organization relationships and plans

health (list special knowledges and skills)

informed and/or would wish training special compe-

capable or guidance fence in this

srcsas welfare (list special knctstcdge and skills)



education (e,g. special branches, special teaching skills, 

administration etc,)

informed and/or 

capable

would wish training 

or guidance

special compe

tence in this

others (include vocational, avocational skills)

date:________________ candidate's signature: _ _________________________________

comments by national society concerning candidate:

date:_______________ signed:_________________________________________ ______ __

position:__________________________ ___________ ___________


